
Generate Power for a Fraction of the Cost

Minimal Maintenance: The turbine generator is on 
magnetic bearings, so there’s no oil, lubricants, overhauls, or 
manned operation required.

The Clean Cycle solution converts heat into electricity. The conversion process, called the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) requires no additional 
fuel input, and produces no additional emissions. The experienced team at GE has designed the Clean Cycle solution, which comes in pre -
assembled modules, to be flexible for a variety of heat sources, yet standardized for simple installation.

Modular
Standardized solutions 
are quick to install on 
existing heat sources
and simple to maintain

Efficient
Generates electricity 
from heat that would 
otherwise go un-used

Flexible
Units can be placed in 
parallel and automatically 
respond to changing heat 
conditions

Proven
More than 400,000 
operating hours across a 
fleet of over 100 units 
operating in the field

Cleaner Energy: An average Clean Cycle containerized 
solution generates 100k W of emission free, fuel free power, 
equivalent to the use of 100 households.

Key features: 

Plug and Play: The Clean Cycle solution arrives with generator, 
controls, power electronics, and software all built-in and ready 
to be paired to a heat source.

Re-deployable: We call it ‘heat source agnostic’... the Clean 
Cycle can run on – and even be moved to – just about any 
heat source of sufficient temperature and flow rate.

Clean Cycle  Heat to Power Solution

One Clean Cycle Generates 
an extra 800 MWh of 
electricity from biogas gas 
engine’s heat, enough to 
power 100 EU households

Four Clean Cycle units 
decreased a cement plant’s 
electric bill by 25% 

•  Produces power for 20-50% less 
    than what businesses pay today.
•  Lease options are available for 
    select customers.
•  Some installations may qualify for 
    incentives and/or greenhouse gas
    credits.  

One Clean Cycle displaces 
1,000 barrels of oil per year 
from diesel engine 
consumption

The Clean Cycle solution has received provides customers with cost-saving and environmental benefits. Not only does the Clean Cycle generate 
power without producing emissions, it also provides the power at a  fraction of the cost of typical generation. Below are a few  examples.



Different configurations

Industry Boiler Recip. Engine Turbine 

Inside the Clean Cycle Package

Description
Reciprocating Engine 
The Clean Cycle System 
can generate from the heat 
of one or multiple engines.

Boilers and incinerators can 
deliver steam or hot water
directly to the Clean Cycle.  

Biomass Boiler

Stacked Configuration
The Clean Cycle container 
may be placed on top of an 
existing engine container to 
minimize space usage.

Cooling Water Options
Where water is available, a 
cooling tower can be used 
for a more cost effective 
solution. Or, sea water can 
be brought directly into the 
Clean Cycle container for 
condensing.

On-SiteGrid 
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Heat source requirements: 
• ~1000 kWth heat input to run at full load.
•  Exhaust temperatures >250°C  
•  Water or steam > 150°C can be put directly 
    into the Clean Cycle (no HCM needed).
•  Jacket water at 90°C, and other low temp. 
    sources can supplement a higher temp. 

The Clean Cycle generator is designed 
to generate electricity from a wide 
variety of heat sources. For example, 
the same unit can be used on 2x1MW 
engines,  a 5MW turbine, or a cement 
kiln. The Heat Recovery Solutions team has 
developed 4 standardized modules to 
be applied to a heat source, which 
results in installations that cost less, 
are simpler, and are more reliable.
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The Clean Cycle skid is the heart of the 
complete heat to power package. The 
heat delivered by the HTM turns the Clean 
Cycle’s working fluid into a pressurized 
vapor. The vapor enters the Integrated 
Power Module (IPM), which generates 
electricity that is conditioned by the power 
electronics on the Clean Cycle skid. The 
IPM includes an integrated turbine-
generator that sits on magnetic bearings… 
no oil, no lubricants, no gearbox required. 

Clean Cycle generator 4

The Heat Rejection Module (HRM) 
completes the cycle by removing heat 
from the working fluid, and 
condensing it from vapor back to a 
liquid. Options for heat rejection 
include:
•  Air blast condenser (shown above)
•  Water tower
•  Direct water cooling, using process, 
    utility or sea water. 

Heat Rejection ModuleHEAT POWER
The Heat Transfer Module (HTM) is a pre-
piped and assembled package that  
delivers the heat to the Clean Cycle 
generator. It includes all required
safeties and controls.

The Heat Capture Module (HCM) redirects 
the heat energy from the exhaust stream 
and transfers it to a pressurized water loop. 
Typically placed closer to the heat source, 
the HCM kit includes:
•  Diverting dampers
•  Exhaust gas heat exchanger  
•  System safeties that coordinate with the 
    Heat Transfer Module for a completely 
    interactive system.

Heat Capture Module1 3Heat Transfer Module  2

•  Multiple Clean Cycle units used for larger 
    heat sources                
•  Offset on-site electricity use or fuel 
    consuption
•  Sell cleaner power to the grid

Common sources of heat include: Built-in power electronics allow the electricity 
produced to be used on-site, or exported to 
the grid.

Standard Clean Cycle Modules

Technical Specifications (May vary by site)

140 kW 
R245fa (benign, non-ozone depleting)
Built-in inverter – matches AC 
grid power 
50 or 60hz AC 3-phase power 
16.67 x 8 x 28 ft
508 x 245 x 853 cm
8,164 kg (18,000 lbs)

Gross power
Working fluid 
Power electronics 

Electrical output 
Dimensions

Weight (not filled)            
Container 20 ft (609.6 cm) ISO

This document is provided for informational purposes only and does not 
create any binding legal obligation by Heat Recovery Solutions.



Heat Recovery Solutions

Diesel Engine

Biomass Boiler

Industry

Landfill Engine

INDONESIA – A Clean Cycle solution generates power from the waste heat of 
a 1.4MW containerized diesel engine, operating continuously.

UNITED KINGDOM – 4 containerized Clean Cycle units use the waste heat 
from a biomass fired lime kiln at a cement manufacturing facility.

Generating power on-site from cement process heat

Increasing power generation from a landfill gas plant

UNITED KINGDOM – A Clean Cycle solution generates power from the 
exhaust heat of two 1MW biogas engines.

Creating electricity from biomass boiler heat

ITALY – At a pruning and composting plant, 2 Clean Cycle units convert heat 
from a biomass boiler, fueled by pruning clippings into electricity.

Making a diesel engine installation more fuel efficient

•  Electricity is sold to the grid for a fixed feed-in-tariff 
•  Units have been in operation since December, 2010
•  1,942kWth of heat from the boiler supplies the two Clean Cycle generators

•  A single heat capture module delivers heat to the four Clean Cycle units
•  Decreases customer electrical demand by 25%
•  Reduces equivalent CO2 use by 1,600 tons per year

•  The Clean Cycle provides additional power that may be sold to the grid
•  Has accumulated >10,000 operating hours and demonstrated 95% uptime
•  Exhaust gas heat exchangers were installed on both engines to capture 
    the heat

•  Increases engine fuel efficiency by ~7%
•  Saves ~ 175,000 liters of fuel per year
• Jacket water and exhaust heat are used as inputs for the Clean Cycle

Cooling Tower
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Experience

This document is provided for informational purposes only and does not 
create any binding legal obligation by Heat Recovery Solutions.

The Clean Cycle solution has demonstrated consistent, reliable performance in many operating conditions and on a variety of different heat 
sources. Below are just a few examples of how customers have made more efficient use of their heat, by converting it into electricity, with Clean 
Cycle generators.


